ction days

new employees-day (ARCADIS Boarding) a new format has been developed. The proposal to the Director of Arcadis NL is
diversity policy will be discussed during a fishbowl session. This doesn’t need to be elaborate, but shows that there is place
one in the organization.

also gets attention at the ‘inhouseday’ with students. For several years, a short presentation is held by The Pink Part and
ng Part. The last time the presentation is exchanged for a walk outside the office. This was received in a positive way by the
. During the walk we hook up as many colleagues from other roles and networks as possible, such as the youth network and
network. During the walk, the students have a conversation with those colleagues in conversation.
employee startup folder contains a flyer from The Pink Part.

allies

ies indicate that heterosexuals are welcome. The activities are indeed organized by the Pink Part, but everybody is more
come to visit and participate.

s and HR play a relevant role in engaging straight allies and clients. The so-called top-down approach creates support and
arge group of people. In this way, initiatives are widely supported, you increase the emergence of activities and you reduce
hold for people outside of the LGBT audience.

actices

works have much to offer. Besides improvement, acceptance and visibility of the LGBT targetgroup it also provides for
ening customer contacts and gives you an opportunity to come together and accessible to customers in conversation.

nt ‘Religion and Homosexuality’ was very interesting and well visited. A triggering topic is a good start for nice discussions
owded space.

ding Dr. Dick Swaab, Dutch Institute for Brain Research, the Royal Dutch Academy of Sciences and author of 'We are our
Prof. Swaab took the audience along in a compelling presentation about the construction and functioning of our brain in
o LGBT. A deluge of empirical information passed.
rnoon was a great success with many colleagues and clients from different companies.
essor offered a scientifically based story that suits the field of interest of many of those present.

ractices

ext ‘Straight people are welcome’ in big pink sparkling letters on posters probably wasn’t the best way to seduce straight
o attend an event J.

